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 Environment has been an urgent factor of life during history. Environment that human 

live in has high importance.So, man always has been looking for clean environment 
during history. Human improvement during over centuries, increase man’s require to 

clean environment that nations for achieving this goal, start war to conquer these 

places.Over a time and after appearing new technology, war has been one of the most 
destructive things that cause environmental damage. The more technology is improved, 

the more damages are caused.Persian Gulf War is a good example that had serious 

damage to environmental scope, especially Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf waters and 
Arvand River.In this research we try to check destructive effects of Persian Gulf on 

environmental scope. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

There was war among different nations in different ways, during history and we should notice everyday 

programs make. New facilities at war; However this important cause more damage on environment. If we 

compare old war with new one, we will notice those war out beak by primary tools and sword that they had not 

made lots of damage, although sometimes it caused damage like, fire and act, but they wren not really serious 

damage, but modern war, in some cases its terrible effects have remained for years. [4] 

Chemical and Microbial weapons that were used at some war had put bad effects on agricultural land and 

made them useless. It is showed, disadvantage of improvement that improve countries and community, destroy 

environment; though. 

 

Environment Jurisprudence: 

Legal philosophy of environmental protection is bid on this question, why should man protect their 

environment? 

Answering this question by environmental specialists is better. [2] 

These specialists view is based on practical understanding of human status in the world’s Ecosystem. [5] 

Aldo Leopold, (1949) environmental specialist and American writer, in his easy by the name of method of 

treating Earth treatment of the earth, mentioned every citizen ought to understand that the earth is not for 

influence in it, we are part of the world that depend on each other. 

He called people for practical acting, he called it the earth treatment and explained it in this way: we should 

understand, soil, water, plants, animal plus human are the earth and man is an ordinary member of this earth. 

United Nation in nature universal charter mentioned, human is part of the nature and life relate to unite 

potable act that provide feed and energy. Civilization is getting from nature and every creature’s life is 

respectful and every thing is at human service, it has same behavior with other organs, as well. Man must guide 

by moral law. 

In this way, human is a part of nature and his environment is important on an international scope. [7]. 

The community that we live in can be destroyed easily unless we find a good way to protect it. 
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Leopold has described the earth treatment regulations he believed, there is a firm relation that extract of 

environmental movement. Human should not interfere in environment affair as possible as they can. Cutting 

trees and littering are peril to environment, are not they? 

In brief, legal philosophy of environmental protection is practicing environment regulation when 

environment cleanness faces to danger.  

 

Start of the Persian Gulf war: 

After ending war between Iran and Iraq and did not get any good result, Sedum, Iraq president claimed 

Kuwait is part is Iraq and attack there. He conductance there and wanted to attack Saudi Arabia that NATO 

stood against him. 

His next goal was Saudi Arabia, So, world’s community tied to do something because it caused 

international security and peace in danger. For this reason NATO tried to control it before U.N act and member 

nations of North Alternate Treaty (NATO) sent their the air force, the navy, the army to Kuwait. It was the 

biggest attack after World War II by America and NATO. In that time, Iraq was 4
th

 army force in the world and 

Saudi Arabia was a week country that could not stand even for 24hours (day) in front of its attack. So, 

Bombardment was started war between NATO and Iraq. [7]. 

 

Environmental pollution at war: 

It is, clear, war has a bad effect on environment.  

So, environment is in danger at war. We can mention, Kowari Oil well was fired and weaponry factory and 

munitions were. 

Bombardment by Iraq at Persian Gulf War. In was a big environmental disaster that Oil spill effect was at 

Persian Gulf and Five and Bobbin Island. 

Sometimes, NATO bombardment Iraq’s cities by thousands ton Bomb that it had terrible effect on 

environment. It had a noise; you could hear explosion sounds from far distance. 

We can mention, black rain in some border cities in the border of Iran and Iraq. 

In that war Iraq pour Oil to Persian Gulf, it wanted to make loss to Kuwait, and made serious damage to its 

Oil system but this act challenge Iran and Saudi Arabia with this pollution, in a way that tropical wind, blow this 

fire to these countries. Some experts claim, the effect of this act was as terrible as Chernobyl disaster, Russia. 

In this war just some countries were challenged, but its environmental destructive paying attention to 

Ecological disaster was terrible U.N environmental program manager said: in aspect of Ecological disaster, we 

should take care of Oil well fire because of war, this effect remains even years after ending war and Oil spill rate 

increase to 3 Million barrel gradually and even after ending war, this effect is obvious. [6] 

 

Environmental protection at Persian Gulf: 

As war always has a bad effect on environment, so regaled and international community believes 

environment as a human rights and force it self to protect it. 

Iraq, should have been punished, because of breaking international environmental, also it should have been 

trial for invasion to another country. 

Destruction effects of Persian Gulf water pollution,  

Destruction effects the air bombardment, commuting tanks and lift and arson equipment In bar. 

As we mentioned above, environmental protection is important for international view, So some declaration, 

Convention and international regulation have been written about it and make a little protection of environment 

by using this regulation. Nations understand that they must take care of it seriously. As Iraq broke the law 

against environmental regulation, but no country showed its support of this vital issue except some international 

organizations that they were environmental supportive. [3]  

Persian Gulf war effects on environmental area 

In this war like other one, there was a serious damage on environment. Arson Oil well, spill Oil after 

Brakhvrdglvlh bullet to Oil platform in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait and attack to ship that carried Oil. 

Oil spill, smog, poison gas, air bombardment are clear example of environmental pollution at the war. 

Iraq had to export its Oil during the war to different countries and it caused its ship attacked by NATO and 

American air force, Sometimes, those ships were sunk by those attacks and made water pollution. 

So, it was a kind of serious damage to environment. 

Finally, some experts claimed, more that 4 million Bareilly, Oil spill into Persian Gulf, this is one of the 

biggest environmental disaster that contain Arvand river bank to Iran and Kuwait bank and Persian Gulf and 

Oman sea (see pictures 1, 2, 3). [1] 

 

The effect of Oil spill at Persian Gulf: 

Because Persian Gulf is not deep (in is shallow)  

Those Oil at sea made serious danger to sea environment like; birds, marines 
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Some experts claimed, it was long-term threat to Ecosystem that destroyed plants (oxygen producer), It had 

another threat to drinking water, because some countries such as Saudi Arabia provide 80% of their drinking 

water by this installation.Some countries use Persian Gulf marine as a main source of food and this pollution 

made another problem. 

Another important topic immigrant birds that in different season immigrated to this place and made of 

Ecosystem. Some statistics showed 12000 birds were killed by this pollution. 

Fishing was another urgent factor for people that live in this area, but this pollution made damage to their 

jobs their source of food Environmental pollution by chemical things. 

There is not any granter for controlling use of chemical gases, but some countries base on political and 

moral aspects do not use it. Maybe things come to nature unconscious in different ways. 

Atomic bombardment in Hiroshima, Japan during World War II put its destructive effects for many years. 

[1] 

American air force did it deliberately, but in some cases a country that has this facility cannot or does not 

use it. At Persian Gulf War, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait had it, but only Iraq used it (very little). 

During bombardment some of these insulations were a Hacked un purpose and there was not any exact stats 

about these weapons, but their terrible effects were remarkable. 

 

Conclusions: 

Using usual and un usual modern weapons have side effects on nature, may be natural phenomenon Has 

been used for hostile aims, but hostile rights is not vast and war law always has been looking for peace and 

human rights. As a result, we have two ways to use environmental protection regulation, first, international 

regulation for environmental protection at the war or peace for keeping and protecting environment. Another, 

Armed hostile regulation that use at the war. It is obvious, Geneva and the Hague convention regulation changed 

to common and even for countries that has not joined this convention is binding, in spite of joining a lot of 

countries to Geneva convention index protocol, but this one and ENMOD convention has not been common, 

yet. About international law for protecting environment at armed hostel, we do not have any lack of the law; 

problem is nation pledge for performing this law in a good way.It is not necessary to codification new 

conventions, because it takes long time for approval and joining countries to it. The existence war law and 

environmental protection law can ban hostile nations of environmental destruction at armed hostile. Countries 

that do not obey this regulation should be punished by existence international Criminal law and is improving 

law and this punishment involves guilty person and cop oration. Instead of worrying about environment we 

should limit armed hostile because this concern can be an international arouse, Maybe it will, have led to armed 

hostel in the future. 

Finally, we should notice environmental protection law and regulation at armed hostile war has not been 

suspension or has not finished It is better at war, world’s Red Cross organization establish for protecting 

environment. 
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